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harms the individual. Two religions, one black, one red,
are fighting to-day for the mastery of our minds and of
the world ; two vaticans are sending forth their en-
cyclicals, one in Rome and the other in Moscow. We
are the heretics of both these religions.'
Their failure at the elections disconcerted and demoralized
thtfasci, though Mussolini did not yet feel that all was lost.
After all he was not entirely alone, and there was one
department in which he was, for the time being, superior.
Against the vast but undisciplined crowds who swelled the
socialist demonstrations and voted red, Mussolini employed
armed groups of reckless hooligans who did not hesitate to
break the law. These were the arditi, whose association had
an office in every town, which had become almost every-
where a centre of armed organization closely connected
with the fasci. The arditi had confidence in Mussolini, who
flattered and encouraged them. From the war area, while
waiting to be demobilized, they used to send him telegrams
such as the following, signed by the N.C.O.s of the syth
Storm Battalion : c Bravo, Mussolini ! Keep on striking
hard, by God, for there is a lot of rubbish in our way. We
are with you in spirit and will soon come and give you a
hand.3 The relations between arditi and fascists were par-
ticularly close in Milan, and resulted in the arditi leaving
their hiding-place in April 1919 to make a surprise attack
on the offices ofAva?iti} the socialist daily, which they sacked
and set on fire. This serious action, coolly carried out,
with the unmistakable Mussolini touch, provoked no direct
response. There was a general strike in which, outraged,
the entire working-class population took part, but which
led to nothing, and a collection which brought in more than
a million towards a new building ; but there were no
reprisals. A year later, on the anniversary of this event.,
Mussolini was able to write :
* On April 15, 1919, the maximalists of Milan were
shown in their true colours as philistines and cowards.
No attempt at revenge was so much as planned, and
neither the money collected, nor the votes gained can
wipe out the memory of the day when the maximalist

